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Why?
Doors provide the gateway to your building, make them count. As one of the most used parts of 
any commercial premises, they can add to the design, reduce costs, increase throughput, restrict 
access and act as a means of separating areas. However, on failure a door can result in lost 
revenue, productivity decreases and general chaos. At Electro we only work with high quality 
equipment and provide 24/7 maintenance to ensure that all customers have peace of mind and 
long lasting equipment.  

Revolving Doors
Electro work with world leading manufacturers and our door automation is technically refined 
and noiseless in operation. They also come in a virtually endless range of options, including 
conventional sliding and swing doors, as well as two, three and four wing revolving doors, even 
up to 7.5 metres in diameter and with or without display cases and night-shutters. The drive can 
be fitted at the ceiling, in the floor or supplied as all glass models for flexibility in design. 

l  Reduce heating and cooling costs of the building
l  Regulate air-flow
l  Improve patron entrance regulation, more throughput than standard doors 
l  Not effected by external conditions in comparison to other door types 
l  Add a dynamic layer to the buildings design theme
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In-Ground Driven Door

Why Choose Electro? 
With 35 years’ experience installing automated doors across Ireland, the UK and Germany our 
team have amassed a wealth of project experience. This knowledge along with the high level 
of training our surveyors, engineers and design managers undertake, gives us the ability to 
provide the best possible solution for our customers needs. 

From early stage design we can work with your designers to maximise the ROI, eliminating 
safety hazards early on, reducing costs on automation and providing solutions that stand 
the test of time. This approach can help architects as we can offer detailed specification 
documents and drawings and as our team are in constant contact with leading manufacturers 
we can provide information on the latest technological advances.



Turnstiles

Manual Revolving 
Door

Swing Doors

Entrance Products

CCTV FIRE

All our door systems can be linked back to a central access control system to 
control the flow of traffic. Electro access control systems feature in some of 
the most populated buildings in Ireland and our team of integration specialists 
integrate all building systems to this central point for ease of use. 



Sliding Doors

Automatic Revolving 
Door

Entrance Products

Integrate FIRE Integrate INTRUDER BARRIERS GATES

All our door systems can be linked back to a central access control system to 
control the flow of traffic. Electro access control systems feature in some of 
the most populated buildings in Ireland and our team of integration specialists 
integrate all building systems to this central point for ease of use. 



Sliding Doors
Used in areas of high congestion a sliding door not only allows a high patron throughput, it 
also reduces heating bills and reduces the risk of any door related safety claims. Using 
our state of the art door operators, we create a noiseless, frictionless path while linking it to 
access control to regulate passage.  Electro offer:

l  Standard sliding doors 

l  Telescopic sliding doors

l  Curved sliding doors

l  Folding doors

l  Hermetically sealed doors

l  All glass sliding doors

l  Clean room sliding doors
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Swing Doors
Automatic swing doors provide a welcoming efficient entrance, our high tech, long lasting 
operators are used for high frequency entrances such as shopping malls, hotels, hospitals, 
leisure centres and airports. Our unique one-way clutch mechanism allows the door to 
be opened manually with incredible ease, whilst at the same time prolonging service life, 
offering years of reliable, trouble free, swing door operation. All our swing doors can be 
used in conjunction with

l  Push button - the door opens when a user presses a button. These can make 
    entrance more accessible for wheelchair users

l  Approach Sensors - The door opens when a patron approaches and closes after 
    they cross the threshold

l  Access Control - the door opens when the system determines the user is 
    authorised to enter

l  Interlocking - Our team also supply and install high security interlocking 
    doors as seen in banks and other high security areas
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Our relationships with our suppliers surpasses 25 years, all brands are leaders in their area and 
provide unique and successful equipment that reduces friction on entry and exit for the user. 

With thousands of installed doors we are industry leaders in the design and manufacture of all types of door 
automation including revolving doors and operator technology. Our unrivalled revolving doors and 
innovative operators (offering quick assembly and minimal maintenance) are offered to the Irish market 
through Electro. 

We take pride in our innovation and our technologically advanced door solutions. Our experienced 
surveyors can ensure that each and every installation is purpose designed to suit your building, taking 
into account factors such as building design, expected use and wind loading.

Our Door Automation Partners



Republic of Ireland 
Electro Automation Limited
E.A. House, 
Damastown Industrial Park, 
Mulhuddart, 
Dublin 15. 
T: +353 1 824 6666 
F: +353 1 824 6655 
E: info@electroautomation.com

Northern Ireland 

Electro Automation (NI) Limited
Unit 21,
Crescent Business Park, 
Enterprise Cresent,
Lisburn, 
Co. Antrim BT28 2GN
T: +44 28 9266 4583
F: 028 9266 3700 
E: info@electroautomation.co.uk

United Kingdom
E.A. Group (UK) Limited
Unit 20 & 21,
Bookham Industrial Estate,
Church Road,
Bookham, 
Surrey KT23 3EU
T: +44 1372 459 536
F: +44 1372 454 778 
E: contactus@ea-group.co.uk

Germany 
Electro Automation GMBH
Electro Automation GmbH
Alte Mittelhaeuser Strasse 17
99091 Erfurt,
Germany
T: +49 361 54176230
F: +49 361 54176240
E: info@electro-automation.de

"Electro Automation are Ireland's leading automation company offering fully 
integrated solutions for doors, gates, car parking and access control, all 
supported 24.7 by Irelands largest support infrstructure."

Remove the Risk...choose Electro.




